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Translation of news reports related
to COVID-19 of Japanese Linguistics based
on page link mining
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School of Foreign Studies, Henan University of Urban Construction, Pingdingshan City, Henan Province, China

Abstract. In the face of the current epidemic situation, news reports are facing the problem of higher accuracy. The speed
and accuracy of public emergency news depends on the accuracy of web page links and tags clustering. An improved web
page clustering method based on the combination of topic clustering and structure clustering is proposed in this paper. The
algorithm takes the result of web page structure clustering as the weight factor. Combined with the web content clustering
by K-means algorithm, the basic content that meets the conditions is selected. Through the improved translator of clustering
algorithm, it is translated into Chinese and compared with the target content to analyze the similarity. It realized the translation
aim of new crown virus epidemic related news report of Japanese Linguistics based on page link mining.
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1. Introduction

In the 21st century, the spread speed of news infor-
mation plays a decisive role, especially transnational
news, which involves differences in language, cul-
ture and values [1, 2]. In the recent investigation of
epidemic news, it was found that the lack of subject
in translation resulted from different language habits,
which seriously affected the spread of epidemic infor-
mation [3–5]. It leads to many misunderstandings and
mistakes in epidemic prevention [6].

With the rapid popularization and development
of Internet/Web technology, Web data has become
the largest “data warehouse” in the world. How to
find knowledge from massive Web data and bene-
fit human beings is the mission of Web data mining
technology [7]. However, Web data is heterogeneous,
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unstructured and dynamic, which requires us to first
classify Web pages (clustering), then design different
wrappers for different classifications [8, 9], extract
information, and finally mine the structured data. The
method discussed in this paper is an improved Web
page clustering method based on the previous work
of Web Clustering. It obtains the site classification
model by analyzing some (but not all) representative
pages in the Web site, so as to provide training sam-
ples for the design of packager and ensure the smooth
progress of the whole data mining process.

In the past, page classification was carried out man-
ually, which was very tedious and complicated. The
development of machine translation system should
fully consider the expression characteristics of source
language and target language, only in this way can we
enhance the pertinence and improve the quality and
efficiency of translation [10–14]. It is based on this
principle that we design and develop Japanese Chi-
nese machine translation system. Japanese is a kind
of adhesive language, which mainly depends on the
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appurtenances attached to the back of the indepen-
dent words to determine the position and grammatical
function of the independent words in the sentence,
as well as the structure and meaning of the sen-
tence, so the focus of Japanese analysis should be
on the study of the usage of the appurtenances. If you
know a Japanese sentence, you can understand the
whole sentence if you can determine the meaning of
each auxiliary word. Because most of the adjuncts
have multiple senses, the selection of the senses has
become the primary and core problem in the analysis
process. The design given in this paper solves this
problem well.

Due to the high accuracy and fast speed of epidemic
news, how to translate the text quickly is the focus
of research. In addition, the conflict of values and
the acceptance of culture should be resolved [15–17].
Therefore, the speed and accuracy of epidemic news
depends on the clustering of Web page links and tags.

At present, the research in this field mainly
includes Web page topic clustering based on text
content (the main clustering algorithm is k-means
algorithm, etc.) and clustering based on Web page
structure proposed by some scholars. The former only
considers the content information of Web pages, and
the clustering time efficiency is low. The latter clev-
erly uses the organization structure of Web pages,
but does not use the content information provided by
Web pages. If the two can be combined, the clustering
quality will be improved.

2. Link analysis and its Web graph
representation

2.1. Link analysis and its Web graph
representation

In link analysis, page Web is often regarded as a
node, and links between pages are regarded as edges,
so that the whole world wide Web can be regarded as
a huge digraph, i.e. G = (V, E), which can be defined
as follows:

(1) V: The node set composed of Web pages, p, q ∈
v, p /= q;

(2) E: The directed edge set composed of links
between Web pages: p → q ∈ E;

(3) p → q: p node has a link to q, where p is the
link in Web page of q, which is called chain
source, q is the link out Web page of p, which
is called chain destination;

(4) Link: the link of other nodes to p;
(5) Out of chain: P links to other nodes;
(6) Node out degree: the number of nodes out of

chain;
(7) Node access: the number of nodes in the chain

It is also very common for Web graphs to be repre-
sented by adjacency matrix. For graph G = (V, E),
construct a matrix Aij = (aij)n×n, among which:

Aij =
⎧⎨
⎩

1 i → j ∈ E

0 other
others, call matrix A adja-

cency matrix of graph G.
The significance of link p → q can be considered

as follows: page P tells users who have visited page
p that they can visit page q along the link created by
page p. In this way, the link between the two Web
pages can show that p and q have related topics of
interest. p → q indicates that p has a subjective value
judgment on q. it can be said that the link is that
the Web page p thinks that the Web page q contains
valuable information.

2.2. Mining algorithm based on web link
structure

Page Rank algorithm: the Web is regarded as a
digraph, Ni is the output of page i. Bi is the collection
of all pages pointing to page i. then, the PageRank
value PR(i) of page i can be calculated in the follow-
ing two steps:

Step 1: randomly take any page i of the Web with
probability (1-d);

Step 2: randomly take the page j pointing to the
current page i with probability d, and the specific
iteration formula of Page Rank algorithm is as follows
[17]:

PR(i) = (1 - d) + d
∑
j∈B

PR(j)∣∣Nj

∣∣ (1)

Where parameter d is the damping coefficient,
between 0 and 1, d is usually set to 0.85

Page Rank algorithm is one of the earliest and most
successful algorithms in web link structure analysis,
which applies link analysis technology to commercial
search engines. It is an important tool to evaluate the
authority of web pages.

However, the calculation of value in PageRank
algorithm is not for query. For a query on a spe-
cific topic, there are often some “robust” pages that
have nothing to do with the topic in the returned
results, but the most important pages are not in the
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Fig. 1. Relationship between Hubs and Authorities.

result set. Then some scholars of Washington Uni-
versity put forward PageRank algorithm combining
link and content information. In addition, we con-
sider the situation that users jump directly from one
web page to another page that is not directly adjacent
but related to the content. In addition, the Depart-
ment of computer science of Stanford University has
improved the PageRank algorithm, transforming it
into a topic related algorithm. The experiment shows
that the effect of the PageRank algorithm before the
transformation is much better than that before the
transformation.

The algorithm based on CO reference and co cou-
pling is based on two web page types (authority page
and hub page) and their relationship. Authority page
refers to the page recognized as authoritative in a sub-
ject, and center page refers to the page with many
links to authority page. The center page and author-
ity page form a mutually reinforcing relationship ¡£ A
good central page points to many good authoritative
pages, and a good authoritative page is pointed to by
many good central pages. This relationship describes
a web page as a diagram, as shown in Fig. 1:

HITS algorithm mines the hyperlink structure of
the web, including authorities and hubs. For these
two types of web page extraction, the following two
operations can be performed by cycling:

I operation (calculate authority weight):

xp =
∑

q,q→p

yp (2)

O operation (calculate hub weight):

yp =
∑

q,q→p

xq (3)

The basic operation of weight calculation is shown
in Fig. 2:

According to the description of the above web page
extraction process, the whole execution steps of HITS
algorithm can be summarized as shown in Fig. 3:

Specific steps:
Step 1: submit the query to the traditional search

engine, select a certain number of top R pages from

Fig. 2. Setting for document template.

the pages returned by the search engine to form the
root set R;

Step 2: expand the size of the root set to n to form
the basic set B. the extension rule is: add all the Web
pages linked by the Web pages in the root set, and
add up to d Web pages linked to the web pages in the
root set R;

Step 3: G (B) is used to represent the subgraph
derived from the link relationship of web pages in
basic set B

Step 4: construct n*n adjacency matrix and its
transposition matrix AT according to G(B), calculate
the maximum eigenvalue λ1 of ATA, and normalize
the main eigenvector e1 of the maximum eigenvalue
corresponding to λ1;

Step 5: return the element with larger absolute
value in the normalized eigenvector e1 as the authors;

Step 6: calculate the maximum eigenvalue λ
′
1 of

AAT, and normalize the main eigenvector e
′
1 of the

maximum eigenvalue corresponding to λ
′
1;

Step 7: return the element with larger absolute
value in the normalized eigenvector e

′
1 as a hub

In HITS algorithm, the authority value of each page
converges to the main eigenvector of ATA, and the
hub value converges to the main eigenvector of AAT.
However, when querying a lot of generalized topics,
hits algorithm mistakenly assigns many pages that
are not related to the topic with high value, result-
ing in the phenomenon of topic drift. Therefore, after
HITS algorithm, many researchers put forward many
improved hits algorithms.
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Fig. 3. HITS algorithm.

The engineering group of Bmalmaden research
center put forward arc (automatic resource compi-
lation) algorithm, with hits as the core, and tried to
solve the problem of topic drift by increasing the use
of web content information. ARC algorithm uses the
relevance between the text around the link and the
retrieval topic to distinguish the importance of the
link. If there is a description of the topic in the front
and back text of a link, it is reasonable to think that
the current page and the target page are related to the
topic, then increase the weight of the link accordingly.

It can be seen that arc algorithm uses link text and
surrounding text to calculate link weight, and intro-
duces text semantic information of page into HITS
algorithm, which has achieved certain effect. Because
in some cases, the text around the link is a simple
description and evaluation of the content of the link
destination page, then using the word frequency infor-
mation in the text around the link can improve the
accuracy of the algorithm. However, the form of the
web page is very complex. In many cases, the text
around the link cannot represent the content of the
chain destination page, even far from the content of
the chain destination page.

Some scholars have proposed the trawling algo-
rithm, which is based on the bipartite graph
relationship between the central page and the authori-
tative page on the web page set. A bipartite digraph is
such a graph: the node set of graph kij can be divided
into two sets. It is represented by F (fan) and C (Cen-
ter). There are i nodes in set F, j nodes in set C, and
there is a directed edge from each node in set F to
each node in set C.

The data source of the trawl algorithm is not based
on a certain topic, but on the general crawling results.
All potential Fan sets are found by scanning the data
set, and the Center set is also determined. Then, all
the cores are obtained by repeated include / exclude
pruning, and then cluster to a smaller set of cores by
association rule mining algorithm. Finally, each core
is a group of pages about the theme.

The trawl algorithm is based on the whole web
crawling result, so the web result web page is objec-
tive and has nothing to do with the topic. However,

this kind of complete dichotomous digraph can only
identify the very dense core of the graph, and some
cores will be lost. To solve this problem, many
researchers have proposed the dense dichotomous
algorithm.

According to graph theory, some scholars put for-
ward a community discovery method based on traffic
algorithm. It defines a community as a collection of
pages with such characteristics in a Web diagram.
The link density between pages in the community
is higher than that between pages in the commu-
nity. Suppose that digraph G = (V, E), (m, n) is the
directed edge from node m to n. Suppose s, t is a fixed
point in V, and each edge (m, n) has a allocated capac-
ity c(m, n) ∈ Z+, the flow from s to t is a non negative
integer function: 0 � f (m, n) � c(m, n), the flow out
of s is equal to the flow into t. These scholars have
proved that using the maximum flow algorithm can
separate a dense network sub-graph and get a network
community. That is to say, the problem of community
identification is equivalent to the problem of s → t
maximum traffic / minimum cut.

The definition and execution of the algorithm are
clear. However, it assigns constant values to the edge
capacity, which results in the extraction of the image
structure of some noisy pages.

3. Introduction to relevant technologies and
knowledge

3.1. Features of available web pages

Feature 1: the link structure in web page can be
used as the feature item of web page. We can pre-
process the data of web page to generate XML file,
then generate DOM tree, extract the set of web page
paths containing link labels, and take “the set of web
page link label paths” (hereinafter referred to as “link
path") as the feature item of web page, as the main
basis to judge the similarity and clustering of web
page; Fig. 4 is a DOM tree structure generated by a
web page. The link path set of the page is html-table-
tr-td, html-table-td-tr-td.
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Fig. 4. Structure of net page.

Feature 2: links under the same link path in web
pages may point to pages of the same category

As shown in the DOM tree in Fig. 4, there are two
links url1, URL2 under the link path html-table-tr-td
in the web page. We think that these two links are
likely to point to the same category of web pages,
because the format and layout of well formed web
pages are very regular. The distribution is shown in
Fig. 5.

Figure 5 is from http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/.
Regions 1, 2, and 3 in the figure represent three dif-
ferent link paths. The link path of hyperlinks in each
area is the same, and points to the same page, or even
the same page, but only passes different parameters.
Therefore, we can compare the web pages pointed by
links in the same region before clustering, because
they have high similarity, so we can improve the
efficiency of clustering.

Feature 3: some labels of web pages can provide
page content information. The title tag tells us the
title of the page.

The meta tag tells us the description and keywords
of the page.

Combined with these content information, we can
take both web page structure and page content into
account when clustering, so that the clustering results
are more accurate.

The theory of minimum description length (MDL)
in information theory is described as follows:
Model = min(DesLen(Model) + Deslen(data\Model)

Deslen (model) is the description length of the
model, and deslen (data|model) is the description
length of the data under the given model. The princi-
ple of MDL theory is that the sum of the description
length of the model and the description length of
the data under the given model is required to be the
minimum. In this paper, MDL theory is used to con-
strain the clustering process to ensure the clustering
quality.

3.2. Experimental environment and result
analysis

CWPBLT algorithm implementation environment
Operating system Windows2000, language Java,

development platform eclipse + Tom - cat + JDK +
sqlserver.

Fig. 5. The distribution of link paths.

http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/
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The Java packages used are as follows:
Jtidy: during the experiment, we use jtidy package

to obtain web page from the specified web address
and convert the web page to XML format, which is
stored locally;

JDOM: in the experiment, we use JDOM package
to obtain the link path set in XML file, and use Java
multithreading technology to compare and cluster
web pages.

Four large websites or their subsites are selected as
the experimental data sources in this paper. They have
regular structure, rich links and representativeness.

We use F-measure to evaluate the experimental
results:

Fi = max
j=1,··· ,m

⎛
⎝ 2p(Ci,

∧
Cj)R(Ci,

∧
Cj)

P(Ci,
∧
Cj) + R(Ci,

∧
Cj)

⎞
⎠ (2)

P (precision) is the accuracy rate, R (recall) is the
recall rate, and the formula is:

P(Ci,
∧
Cj) =

∣∣∣∣Ci ∩ ∧
Cj

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∧
Cj

∣∣∣∣
(2)

R(Ci,
∧
Cj) =

∣∣∣∣Ci ∩ ∧
Cj

∣∣∣∣
|Ci| (3)

P (precision) is the accuracy rate, R (recall) is the
recall rate, and the formula is:

C1, C2, Ci, · · · Cn indicates the correct category,
∧
C1,

∧
C2,

∧
Cj, · · · ,

∧
Cm refers to the category of exper-

imental results,

∣∣∣∣Ci ∩ ∧
Cj

∣∣∣∣ refers to the number of Ci

pages appearing in
∧
Cj; we use the following formula

to evaluate the system based on all categories.

F =
n∑

i=1

Fi· |Ci|
n∑

p=1

∣∣Cp
∣∣

(4)

After F-measure evaluation, we get: (1) the system;
(2) the comparison results based on Web page topic
content clustering (often using k-means algorithm)
are shown in Table 1.

The corresponding line chart is shown in Fig. 6.
From the experimental control data, the combination
of Web page link structure and tag content clustering
method has a good effect on improving the perfor-
mance of page clustering, especially in the precision;

Table 1
The evaluation results

NAME (1) F (2) F (1) (2)
Value Value Accuracy Accuracy

SOHU 0.87 0.82 93% 87%
BAIDU 0.92 0.86 97% 89%
163 0.88 0.77 89% 81%
SOWANG 0.69 0.68 71% 71%

Fig. 6. The corresponding line chart.

at the same time, compared with the structure of
the page in the site, the site with relatively simple
page structure has higher F value, higher accuracy
and better clustering results. For example: the site
page structure of BAIDU is much simpler than that of
SO-WANG (a Chinese meta search engine, in which
links of multiple sites are integrated), and the cor-
responding F value of the former is much higher. In
addition, compared with the previous clustering algo-
rithm based only on Web page structure, although
the latter may obtain a higher F value, it only gath-
ers the web pages with similar structure into one
group. Because it can’t take into account the content
of the page, such results often deviate from the actual
situation and are difficult to be applied in practice.
Therefore, CWPBLT is an improvement on the previ-
ous web clustering method, and also a more practical
clustering method.

4. Comparison of Japanese and English
sentences

The following is a typical Japanese sentence. By
comparing the original text with the translation, we
can find the similarities and differences in the struc-
ture of Japanese sentences and English sentences.

Example sentence:
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/−→symbol
Translation:
I/have/breakfast /in the canteen /around 7 : 30

/every morning
I/−→subject
have/−→predicate
breakfast /−→object
in the canteen /around 7 : 30 /every

morning−→complement

Similarities:
Japanese sentences and English sentences can be

regarded as chunks, each of which is an indepen-
dent syntactic component. As in example, those
separated by ’/’. Moreover, there is a one-to-one
correspondence between the original and the trans-
lated fragments. Therefore, for the translation from
Japanese to English, we can adopt the method of
“analyzing a single Japanese segment to generate its
corresponding English segment, and finally connect-
ing each English segment", that is, based on the level
of “segment", we can adopt the transformation gener-
ation method to carry out Japanese English machine
translation. The third analysis part of our system
adopts this analysis strategy.

Difference:
In Japanese sentences, the syntactic components of

each segment are determined by the appendages at its
tail (for example, the case particle “” indicates that the
segment to which it belongs is the object component).
In general, English sentences are determined by the
sequence of the segments (in the example above,
“breakfast” is placed after the predicate verb “eat” to
indicate that it is the object), and sometimes it needs
the auxiliary function of some function words (for
example, “in the canteen” in the example above indi-
cates that the segment is the adverbial component).
Therefore, the order of the segments in Japanese sen-
tences is relatively free, except for the principle that
the predicate is not in the sentence, which does not
change the meaning of the sentence due to the rever-
sal of its order; the order of the components in English
sentences cannot be reversed at will. Therefore, in the
process of generating English fragments, we need to
adjust the order of all fragments according to what
they are.

Based on the analysis, it can be seen that the follow-
ing two problems should be solved in the design of
Japanese adjunct Dictionary: (1) the polysemy selec-
tion of Japanese adjunct corresponding to English

translation; (2) the order of each segment in English
translation.

The following briefly describes the whole process
of designing the framework of machine dictionary
and the final results.

In general, Japanese case auxiliary words corre-
spond to English translation words. For example:

1.
Translation:
He eats dumplings in the canteen
2.
Translation:
He flew to Tokyo.
3.
Translation:
He went to Tokyo by bike
4.
Translation:
He dropped out of school because of illness.
5.
Translation:
He bought the kimono for 50000 yen.
For the case auxiliary words in the above sen-

tences, the English auxiliary words corresponding
to are “in", “ride", “ride", “cause” and “flower", in
example 1, “canteen” refers to the action place, in
example 2.3, and refer to the
means of transportation. In example 4, C is the reason,
and in example 5, “50000 nine” is the coin. Traffic
means are divided into different categories. Example
2.3 can be distinguished. Therefore, we can infer its
meaning according to the semantic category of the
preposition of case auxiliary.

5. Conclusions

Aiming at solving the problems of news informa-
tion clustering of COVID-19 epidemic situation and
Japanese Chinese translation, this paper proposes a
novel structure framework of Japanese to Chinese
News clustering and Japanese dictionary for machine
translation, which solves the problem of ambiguous
choice of polysemy words in news translation pro-
cess, that is, the choice of polysemy words of adjunct
words. In addition, in order to solve the problem of
COVID-19 epidemic news information redundancy
and low accuracy, this paper describes a clustering
method based on Web page link structure and tag con-
tent information. This method uses DOM and XML
technology to assist in the experiment, and improves
the original web page clustering method. This method
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uses the combination of web structure information
and content information to cluster, and the result
is more convincing. In this method, MDL theory is
introduced into the clustering process to improve the
quality of clustering. After testing, the effectiveness
of the design of the Japanese Chinese translation sys-
tem and news clustering system is verified.
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